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_ By and large the American people 
seem less interested in finding out 
who killed President Kennedy than 
they are in unravelling the latest 
Hitchcock mystery. We suspect that 
this is not because they did not love 
President Kennedy, or even because 
they are satisfied that the case is as 
cut and dried as the Warren Com- 
mission makes out, but rather be- 
cause of a dim apprehension that to 
pursue the matter further might rob 
them of their political innocence. 

After all, Americans are grateful to 
their politicians for bringing them 
the best of two worlds, the world of 
realpolitik, in which the United 
States for fifty years now has ended 
up with the lion’s share of the profits 
and power, and the world of their 
professed founding ideals, in which, 
in theory at least, the United States 
eschews militarism and stands on the 
side of freedom, justice, and a rough 
equality. Thus Americans-tend to be 
grateful to Adlai Stevenson for his 

role in the United Nations, where he 
describes American foreign policy as 
if it were what Americans would 
like to think it is but know that it 
is not. Nobody fully believes him, at 
least not for long, when he indig- 
nantly denies the United States’ 
latest treaty violation or interference 
in the internal affairs of another 
country, but they would be distressed 
not to have such an eloquent and 
humanitarian spokesman to wrap 
American power politics in the 
mantle of democratic idealism. They 
are grateful less for his Pyrrhic vic- 
tories over other diplomats than for 
the support he gives to then, his 
fellow Americans, in their need to 
deceive themselves a little longer. 

Something of the same psychology 
seems to be at work in the public 
reaction to the Warren Commission’s 
Report. Unbelievably shocked and 
humiliated by the events at Dallas, 
Americans were tremendously re- 
lieved to have the whole sordid busi- 
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ness explained by the prestigious 
Commission in terms that justify con- 
tinued faith in the health of Ameri- 
can democracy and the stability of 
the American way of life. Every- 
thing is comfortingly accounted for 
by the purely personal aberrations 
of two unstable and politically iso- 
lated individuals, Lee Harvey Oswald 
and Jack Ruby, plus minor inefficien- 
cies on the part of the F.B.L, the 
Secret Service and the Dallas police. 
Oddly enough, if this were an ordi- 
mary case of murder, such as the 
killing of a man’s wife or business 
partner, with no frightening Pan- 
dora’s box of socio-political impli- 
cations, there is not a jury in the 
country that would have accepted the 
Commission’s conclusions, not an ap- 
peals court anywhere (certainly no 
the U.S. Supreme Court, chaired b 
Chief Justice Warren) that woul 
have tolerated its methods, which 
are so brilliantly exposed in this is- 
sue by Vincent Salandria. The press 
and public alike would be calling 
for an investigation of the conduc 
of the Dallas police and the F.B.I 
who, to cite just one of many irregu 
larities, between them interrogated 
Oswald for twelve hours but, in the 
strange words of the Warren Com- 
mission, “kept no notes and there 
were no stenographic or tape record- 
ings.” In any other case, there would 
be an horrendous outcry against any 
investigatory body which passed 
lightly over such matters, As the 
distinguished historian Hugh Red- 
wald Trevor-Roper has pointed out: 
“How could any statement made by 
Oswald be used against him if his 
statements were unrecorded? Even 
in the most trivial cases such a record 
is automatically made—and this case 
was the assassination of the President 
of the United States. If no record 
was available to the Commission, 
there can be only one explanation. 
The record was destroyed by the 
F.B.I. or the police, and the Com- 
mission, with culpable indifference, 
has not troubled to ask why.” 

Vincent Salandria brings out other, 
equally serious instances in which 
vital evidence was either destroyed 
or not examined by the Commission. 
In particular, the Commission’s 
whole case for a lone gunman, firing 
from the Book Depository Building, 

aduced at once. We can 
{that the goverment walt ot chases 

appears to depend in the last analy- 
sis on autopsy drawings which are 
admitted to be fabrications and 
which, as a matter of fact, are not 
even consistent with each other. 
Curiously, the actual photographs 
and x-rays of the wounds were not 
shown to the artist who made the 
drawings and were not offered in 
evidence to the Commission. 

We do not know what prompted the 
Commission to produce its ponderous 
report and comforting conclusions 
without bothering to ask for these 

vital pieces of evidence, but Mr. 
alandria’s revelations should prompt 

‘a widespread public insistence that 

J he photographs and x-rays be pro- 
ope 

its story_and, as—in—other crucial in- 
stances, fall back-on.the claim that 
they were never—taken-or have been 
destroyed. It is impo to find 
out whet ographs 
and x-rays of the wounds support the 
strange _conelasions- oF the—Commis 
sion or cageed substantiate the con- 
trary implications of testimony by 
Governor and Mrs. John B. Connally, 
special agents Glen A. Bennett, 
Clinton L. Hill, Roy H. Kellerman, 
William Robert Greer, Hurschel 
Jacks and Samuel A. Kinney, F. B. I. 
agent Robert A. Frazier, Drs. Ronald 
Coy Jones, Marion Thomas Jenkins, 
Gene Colman Akin, Paul Conrad. 
Peters, Adolph Hartung Giesecke Jr., 
Kenneth Everett Salyer, William 
Kemp Clark, Robert Nelson McClel- 
land, Charles Rufus Baxter ‘and 
Nurses Margaret Hinchliffe and Diana 
Bowron, all of Parkland Hospital in 
Dallas, and Dallas policemen B. J. 
Martin and B. W. Hargis. 

Besides telling the American people 
what they desperately wanted to hear 
—that “ours is a stable, reliable de- 
mocracy,” as Arthur Sulzberger 
gratefully summed it up in the New 
York Times (September 24th, 1964) 
—the Warren Commission turned 
out a superficially plausi ort 
and 26 volumes of evidence, which, 
sincé-it ts much too long for most 
people to read, tet alone assimilate, 
was at first aseumed_to—back—ap=the 
ommnlssiow’s conclusions Now that 
the deed_has been done—and Mr. 
Salandria and others have begun to 
expose it to public scrutiny—it seems 
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impossible that the Commission could 
have expected to get away with it in 
the long run, but the same could be 

said _in_retrospect—of most _of the 
egregious miscalculations of history. 
One_hesitates to speculate whether 
the Commisai: él{_ trapped 

and saw no other way out, or whether 
it was content to perform a mere 
holding operation, convinced that 
time was of the essence and that most 
Americans would judge charitably on 
the theory that the Commiission’s 
actions helped save American pres- 
tige and preserve American morale 
during an emergency, much as they © 
have tended to exonerate Harry Tru- 
man for the atom bombing of Hiro- shima and Nagasaki on the theory 

that he saved American lives and 
strengthened America’s power posi- 
tion vis a vis the Russians. In any 
event, it_i ead not very well 
kept secret_tha -Report 
will not stand up to scientific analy- 
sis an wiry, and the 
proceéss_o i its failings is 
well“under way. 
aaa ee) 

will be It is important—t6. realize 
that the“obligation to press inexor- 
ably for the truth is-independent of 
any ideas anyone may have as to who 
actually killed Presttent-Kennedy or. 
why. The need is for a real inquiry 

‘so that we may all know the truth, 
whatever_it_ ma e, not for addi- 
tional] hast fy formulated _concinsions 

political viewpoint.or-ehtisthypothe- 
sis as“to_what—is-geod—or—bad—for 
the United _States’reputation~ and 

way of Knowing at this stage whether 
this will turn out to be another 
Dreyfuss case or just a typical exer- 
cise of bureaucratic bungling that 
stems from the growing tendency in 
Washington to manipulate the news 
and deceive the public on the theofy 
that the government know what it is 
best for us to know and think on all 
crucial] matters. 

D.D.
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‘The Kennedy Body Snatchers 
by Harold Feldman 

No. 57 ' March, 1965 «35 Cents” 

The evidence is not yet all in, but the crime of mur- © der may have been followed by a kidnapping in Dallas on November 28rd, 1963. 
_ For a tiny coalition of bureaucrats and bodyguards to snatch President Kennedy’s body out of Dallas, be- yond the county which was holding a man for ‘his mur- ‘der, was almost certainly a crime. ‘Literally, a crime. The Warren Commission, : however, took no notice of the blatant appearances of such a crime. Instead, it. ~ offered a justification that must remind anyone of Jack Ruby’s eloquent defense—I¢ was for Jackie and the — kids! The Warren Report states: 

'. After the President was pronounced dead, O’Donnell tried to persuade Mrs, Kennedy to leave the area, but she re- ~ fused. She said that she intended to stay with her hus- ‘ band. A casket was obtained and the President’s body ‘" was prepared for removal. 
We shall see that Kenneth O’Donnell, special assistant to President Kennedy, and his associates did something that Jack Ruby did not do. Ruby did not make Mrs. Kennedy responsible*for his offense. 
Mrs. Kennedy stood outside the emergency room where the Parkland Hospital physicians stretched their resources to the limit to save the President who was, to all intents and purposes, dead on arrival. . She kept walking in and out of the room. From time to time, she would sit on a folding chair outside the emergency room door, trying to get her thoughts and feelings in order. She refused the Suggestion of a seda- : tive. Her clothes were spattered with the blood and - brains: :of her. husband...‘She - refused to., change:: her + clothing. . on Bo ag alt ae. pee hE > (Continued or Payee y= a Pa woe 
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MKENNEDY BODY SNATCHERS#E 
(Continued from Cover) 

She waited for the final news as though no one else 
were with her, as though nobody in this idiot element 

of politicians and flunkeys had anything to do with her 
except her dying husband. “She was in a total daze,” 
O’Donnell said. 

She knew there was no hope for the President. Dr. 
Burkley, the President’s personal physician, took her 
into the emergency room for the last time and she 
prayed for.a few seconds. Told that the end had come, 
she walked to. the table where her husband lay. She 
touched his foot, kissed the instep, and then walked to 
his side and felt his hand. She took off her wedding 
ring and slipped it on his finger. As a priest prayed, 
Dr. Burkley and Mrs. Kennedy made the responses. 

In their testimony, O’Donnell and his friends never 
tire of telling us how important it was to get Mrs. 

Kennedy, and with her the body of John F. Kennedy, 
to Washington. Without ever daring to say so, they hint © 

of imminent hysteria and collapse. But there is not the 
least shred of evidence that she was in the least out of 
control or out of reason. 

Few widows have been crushed so suddenly and bru- 
tally as Jackie Kennedy was that day and few held up 

so well. She did not break. At no time was she irra- 
tional. Police Chief Curry tells us that she turned to 
someone who offered her a, chair and said, “I am all 
right. Some of your people need to sit down more. than 
I do.” 

‘Dr. Perry, working on the President, noticed that 
Mrs. Kennedy “was very composed.” 

Never was she asked “to leave the area,” as the War- 
ren Report puts it, except to go to a room several doors 

beyond when the casket was about to be wheeled. in. 

She refused. But at that time the decision to take the 

body out of Dallas had already been made. . 
“T want to stay with him,” she said, and went. back 

to her chair. 
* “Our major concern,” said Presidential aide. Lawr- 
ence F. O’Brien to the Commission, “was that obviously . 
you just could not leave Mrs. Kennedy: sitting in this 
chair, drenched. in blood. Something certainly had. to 
take place.” 

But did this “something” have to be the illegal 1 re- 
moval of the President's body—speeding it to a plane 

whose left rear seats had to be removed at the last 
minute to make room for the unexpected cargo, almost 

overturning and tumbling the casket in the process, 
._ rushing the body to Bethesda Naval Hospital for an 

autopsy she never considered? An autopsy,. finally, 
‘which resulted in such distortion and withholding of 

evidence as to constitute perhaps still another crime! 

Was it impossible for the President’s body to remain 

in Dallas that afternoon, as the law required, and for 
her to stay nearby in Dallas? 

This alternative, the only legal’one and ‘the most, con- 
venient, was never considered for a moment. by the 

eager pretorian guard. Mrs. Kennedy was never allowed 

to consider any alternaitve. No one .on the hospital’s 
Staff was permitted near her. Mrs. Nelson, nurse super- 
visor of the emergency room, wanted to bring her a 

glass of water but couldn’t. The hospital administrator, 
Jack Price, was informed ‘that the secret service would — 
not let anyone touch her or do.anything for her.” 

10 . — 

Why these precautions, why this ugly -haste on she | 

part of ‘trained, if not completely hardened members 

of the President’s staff and guard? Mr. Price describes 

how a Secret Service agent came and asked for the 

fastest way to get the body out of the hospital. “He 

asked if we had a casket, a basket or anything that we 
could get to move the body immediately.” 

Their purpose can have only been to achieve what 

they did in fact achieve—to get the body quickly out 
of Dallas, out of Dallas jurisdiction, to prevent a Dallas 

autopsy. 

We can think of several reasons that may have moti- 

vated such a step. But when they heap this awful re- 
sponsibility onto Mrs. Kennedy, it becomes difficult to 

endure. This is what the Warren Report says: 

Given a choice between the National Naval Medical Cen- 
ter at Bethesda, Md., and the Army’s Walter Reed Hos- 
pital, Mrs. Kennedy chose the hospital in Bethesda for 

the autopsy because the President had served in the Navy. 

O you chivalrous lawyers and statesemen! A lady 

chose, and knights in tweeds, flannel and serge appear 
on all sides to do her bidding, regardless of cost, regard- 

less of the law. 
The Warren Report lies and lies again. Nothing was 

ever said to Mrs. Kennedy about an autopsy before she 

was on her way to Bethesda, and the evidence is strong 

that she had nothing to do with the decision to move 
the body. : 

Mr. O’Donnell gave us a glimpse into what happened, 

when he was questioned by Arlen Specter, Commission 

assistant counsel : 
Mr. Specter: Who made, that decision, by the way? 

Mr. O’Donmnell: Mrs. Kennedy." 
_'Mr. Specter: That the autopsy should be performed? 
Mr. O’Donnell:.I don’t think she knew anything about 

an autopsy. The question is where the body went. We 

didn’t tell her there was -to be an autopsy. And the 
choice was Walter Reed or Bethesda. He being a Navy. 

man, she picked Bethesda. . 
‘Lawrence O’Brien, asked how Bethesda was chosen, 

walked around the question but, in doing so, opened a 
new view on what. happened. 

| Mr. O’Brien: I don’t recall any discussion of the rea- 
gon specifically other than my assumption that ‘the 
autopsy would take place at one of the military hospi- 

tals in Washington. And obviously there were two to 

select from, and the President being an ex-Navy man, 
it seemed just sort of normal to suggest Bethesda. 

’ So? Bethesda was not chosen, Bethesda was sug- 
gested. And for an autopsy that was never mentioned 

to Mrs. Kennedy. No, she did not choose Bethesda for 

an autopsy, as the Commission asserts. Mrs. Kennedy 

never heard that suggestion. ; 

_ Earlier, Mr. O’Donnell presented a different version 
of the sequence of events. He tells us in effect that the 

decision for Bethesda was made prior to any consulta- 

tion with Mrs. Kennedy. 

The government witnesses tell us that they were put- 

- ting the body in the casket and getting ready to depart 
when two Dallas officials accosted them. One was from 

the Medical Examiner’s office. The other was a justice 
of. the peace. They were adamant on one point: It was 

a direct violation of the law to move a victim of homi- 

cide out of the state without an inquest and an autopsy. 

The body was already in the best Dallas hospital, they 
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@ legal» “putepey_ could be undertaken at once. 
hie said Mr. O'Donnell, toujours chevalier sans peur - 

et sans reproche, ““was an impossible situation for Mrs. 
Kennedy.” Why, he did not say. 

But he went on to say that he proposed a com~pro- 
mise. He had the President's physician, Dr. Burkley, 
talk to them and suggest that they get a doctor to come - 

ately to the Naval Hospital” where he could stand bys: 
' The Dallas officials declined the suggestion. re 

What interests us here, though, is the admission Bx 
' O'Donnell that the Naval Hospital in Bethesda had been .. 

“ ehosen as Kennedy’s destination before there is any. 
: word that Mrs. Kennedy had.any choice in the matter, 

According to Dr. Burkley’s’ account, Mrs. Kennedy 
was confronted with the problem for the first time only 

‘| after the plane was on its way; Dr. Kemp Clark had not : 
yet pronounced the President idead when, he says, he 

‘aac? Ordered a death certificate’ iB pared “to accompany the 
| body to Washington.” ar ev 

When Mrs. Kennedy. testified before the Warren 
Ny Commission, she was né¥e agked a thing about hex « 

weird trip from Dallas orjahout the autopsy. Bet 

At one point, 0’ DonnelFegrifesses that he would have 
decided on the body. removal; ‘even if the problem of 
Jackie had not forced his hand; . 

iting’ Yo stay with her husband, - I realized that she was 

way of in any way of ‘getting her to leave. And so, ° 
therefore, the only alterhdtive’I could see was that we 
move the President. It is: a pasimption I probably would | 
have arrived at anyway, but ia 

- It appears, then, that Kéthieth O’Donnell was respoh; 

sible for the decision to. Move the President’s body, 
possibly after a conference with Lyndon Johnson. fue 

The Warren Commission “tel us that Johnson would - 
not leave for Washington, without Mrs. Kennedy and’ 

Mrs. Kennedy would not leave: “without the body. O’Brien ~ 
adds that O’Donnell went. 6 ¢onsult Johnson after all. 

| hope for Kennedy was gone aad that the decisions (1)"' 
for Johnson to go to Washifi ton at once and (2) for 

Kennedy’s body to be takeri: 
. with” were both made theff‘ahd there. 

_ There is no evidence th Jéhnson was made aware. 
of any opposition or._intér 
‘authorities. ae ‘ 

, The President’s body wis hot the only major evi-’ 

dence removed hastily and:-gtealthily from Dallas that, 
“day. The President’s limoushie, spattered with blood. 

}. and flesh debris, chrome dented and windshield cracked, 

‘) was loaded on board another. “plane and flown out of the: 
i state for dismemberment ayd rehabilitation. an 

: But at least, in the case.of*the car, we are spared the 
emetic plea that ‘we did it for Jackie.” 

The lives of four Presidéhts were ended by bullets: 
Of these, only the body of J¢ whn F. Kennedy was autop- 
sied outside of the city and,state where he died. \ 

‘ 

along on the plane and “we would bring him immedi= 

ho matter what anybody didjvand there was no possible _ i 

, rrived at it in this: manner., . 

o ~ port for a secret examinatjon in Bethesda, Maryland. 

.. immediately investigate, a -guspected homicide and file b 

. sponsibility falls on the; Justice of the Peace—but in | 

¢ urally asks: 

0 ¢ of the hospital “forth-" . 

: erence from the Dallas ~ “Nounced dead. 
~, After his rapid confererjce ‘with Lyndon Johnson, 

‘ _ Secret Service agents 

: “case of John F. Kennedy % h 

“State has similar laws. 
“Procedure provides that'no murdered body can be re- 

\ 
: “where an autopsy is deemed, necessary, it is to be im- : 

y 
q 

“~ This law is the only legal authority by which a legal 

Only _in Kennedy’s case did the man accused of the \ 
‘killing deny his guilt. Only in Kennedy’s case were the + 

number, location and direction of the bullets a subject 
of dispute and secrecy. Only in his case, therefore, was 
a proper autopsy more than a formality of the law but 

a necessity of justice. And only in his case was the 
autopsy carried out in circumstances of the most doubt- 
ful legality. 

Lincoln died in Washington, D. C., and that is where 

he ~ March 1965 
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“the investigation ‘of his death mturally. sy tes 
field died in the small burg of Ellmrcn, New Pen Fay. 
that is where his attending physicians and the Sure 
General performed the autopsy. The next day his body: 4 
was en route to Washington to lie in state, McKinley ' 
was shot and died in Buffalo, New York. His body was 
subject to an autopsy a few. hours later, then prepared 
for transfer to Washington for national honors. 

Kennedy was shot:jaf:12:30 p.m. He died at one 
o'clock. By 2 o’clock his: -bady was on its way to the uir- 

a
 

‘In the ordinary course of things, the autopsy would 
have been performed, ‘probably right at Parkland Hos- } 
pital, that afternoon.:Phexkody could have been made { 
Yeady for proper tranafpr. to the White House that ; 

, Right. : 
: Why didn’t the law tale! its ordinary course in the 

The law of Texas is qlear:on the matter, and every 
-The Texas Code of Criminal 

moved without author ization. from the Medical Exam- 
‘Jner and/or the Justicejot | the Peace of the county or 

“his authorized deputy; that: the Medical Examiner shall 

his report with the District Attorney; finally, that 

‘mediately performed by ,the. Medical Examiner or his { 
“deputy. In sparsely populated counties the major re- ¥ 

all counties, the law is clear: An autopsy must be per- | 
“for med under the supervision of the county authorities, 

autopsy of the late President was possible. One nat- 5 
By .what. authority was the autopsy in js 

_, Bethesda carried out? Who signed the authorization = 
* form? I 

The Warren Commission casts no light on this point. - 
It provides us with an_exhibjt photograph of a com- : 

_ minuted fracture of a goat’s rib, but it, omits the docu- & 
‘ment that made possible the'smost important autopsy § 

in American history. —; * 

In the light of the law. nd the published evidence of 
the Warren Commission, ‘let us review what happened 

-in the minutes before apd. after the President was pro- 

"O'Donnell called a quick. meeting with Dr. Burkley, 
General McHugh (Kenned s air force aide), and two 

Kellerman and Andrew 
Berger. Dr. Burkley wag te ¢ontact the Parkland doc- | 
tors. Agents Sulliman an “Stout were ordered to clear | 

“all the corridors and barjentrance to the area. A cas- | 
ket for the President wag:to,be procured. 

.Dr. Burkley went back jinto the emergency room { 
where Dr. Clark was finishing, his efforts for the Presi- | 
dent. A priest was administering extreme unction. At 
Burkley’s request, Dr..,Clark-signed the death certifi- 
cate and, Clark says, he “gave this to him to accom- 
pany the body to Washington.” 

Once again, an indication that an illegal removal ‘of 

- the body was decided-on.very early in the game and 
before any deep consideration of Mrs: Kennedy’ s plight. 
‘Jack Price noted that the death certificate was being 

prepared before the priest was summoned to the death- 

"table. g 
: Dr. ‘Clark evidently felt that his signing of the death : 



oat ATE fieeded addtional ‘explanation. “He 3 was never Mortuary ‘people drove ‘the ody out in a ‘Ylearse). Next 

* + Giiestioned about it during a deposition in Dallas and ~ to and behind him rode other Secret Sertice men. The 

tt 4 long hearing in Washington, so he finally brought the casket was lifted aboard and Mrs. Kennedy was helped 

, ce subject up himsel-. in beside it. 

Dr. Clark: .,. One other , Point, if I may here? oe The Presidential aides climbed into a car alongside. 

“Mr. Specter: Yes. wae ** Just before they took off for the airport, the man from 

“Dr. Clark: In order to remove the President’s body.” the Medical Examiner’s office tapped on the window. 

to Bethesda where the autopsy” was to be performed, a° Special Agent Roy Kellerman rolled it down and heard 

death certificate had to be“filled“out in conformity with “the man say, “I will meet you at the mortuary.” “Yes, 

This is the second part of ‘the ‘signing of the death “ @irport. vi 
certificate. REE ~v:at*Was an inquest of any kind held'on Kennedy’s body? 

‘A very puzzling remark; obviously unfinished. The ~ -4+'The police homicide repe¥t on the assassination, made 

taker or judge. But the Commission counsel, Arlen. #edure is for a justice of the peace to hold an inquest, 
\. Specter, who was petty and: precise to exhaustion in a- 
i: thousand other details, had nic'comment or question on! 

AS Dr. Clark’s obscure statement and hurriedly brought 

the hearing to an end. “kd 
‘ ‘ ‘ :“#'The casket was obtained very quickly, in about twenty" ae 

minutes. O’Neill Mortuarybrought their best bronze: 
de luxe coffin to the emergency platform of the hospital.;* “are at one on the point that.# judge and a Medical Ex- 
*Hardly had it disappeared behind the swinging doors @Miner’s agent were onthe ‘scene and protested the 

| of the emergency room when; we are told, an agent of |, removal of the body. "ys 
| the Dallas Medical Examiner appeared and said “that +... But apparently there’ was an attempt to give the 

" the President could not bé-taken from the hospital.” » .§eeret Service action som. degal blessing. David John- 
“ We learn from other wittiesses that this was not a” ston, one of ten justices, ro dhe peace in Dallas County, 

MUU, “representative” of the Medical: Examiner but Dr. Earl *. Was at the Trade Mart. for, fhe luncheon in Kennedy’s 
\ \ Rose, the Medical Examiner himself. honor when he heard the: <DRWS. A call came summonins 

yl He was apparently not héedéd at all for in a moment. 
\ « him to Parkland Hospitala; ws 

ithe ambulance was ready to*leave and the casket, body; »»’ Upon arriving there, she testified later, he “found 
ahd all, was being wheeled otitside. O’Brien tells us, ” Judge Theron Ward, the 1 Jugtice of the peace, Precinct 

make a report, after whieh the j.p. hands down a ver- 
: dict. This was certainly : not done in the case of Ken- 
nedy. 

* The Warren Report aver: pretends that there was 
an inquest. The testimony’ ‘oft-the leading eyewitnesses 

altercations between the Fedéral officers and the Dallas ©: Kennedy. They did not Know Judge Ward and that’s the 
suthorities. Ghee -.- reason they had called me, not knowing he was already 

|, The government witnesses then tell us that a judge; ” there, ” . 
| pobably Judge Brown, arrived on the scene. Joe B. ~~ Steve Landregan, ass stant administrator of Park- 
Brown, who later tried the Ruby case, was listed as the land Hospital, also sug gests. some effort at legality in 
acting coroner for the day but, he told me, he was not |: the hectic business: % 73 ‘ 

, at»Parkland Hospital at that time. The judge referred: ° a Within a very short ti gst noticed Dr. Earl Rose, who 
i to in the testimony, therefore, could only be either °".,. was attempting to ma gut. the necessary legal papers 

| Judge David Johnston or. Tides: ‘Theron Ward, both of - for removal of the body, He seemed quite agitated and whom were there. ans io : upset, and he was asking: where Judge Ward was. During 
\ “The judge, whoever ne bash tcnaved in a cool, juaid . the next few minutes th fe sras considerable activity try- 

cial manner. After making a phone call, he turned té qaestion ae te Jatice of tanta end Seemed to be some 
“ Dr. Burkley within hearingtfhe others and declared on the president. SEnOE, 2 Rutopey would be ordered 
“ that the murder of the P¥ésidé¥it was a homicide case ~’, 

( and, as such, subject to ‘cé#tatn legal procedures. It’ :' Now take note of the-s{gnificant differences in | Jack 
\} séems he did not mention the: word autopsy becausé PB rice’s account of the 8 incident : 

NY O'Donnell says he .“intérpr: fea” one of the “ pros _ vy | Shortly thereafter, Df, Earl Rose was seen in the-area. 
eedures” to mean an autopsy"! yo 8 He was very pale and agitated and stated that according 
‘The Federal team huddtéi” together and came out. "*to the law, the body could‘ ‘bt be moved without ‘an order 

ready for a fight. “We brublted: them all aside,” saya ‘from a justice of the peace or a decision made about a * medicolegal t ’ 
O’Donnell, “and came out: the’4me way we had come, - of the neaneae i erg was a frantic questionin. 

ticy Room as to wh - im, through the same door’#"f'Me victory was won, de® “tice of the peace could be cated. © where @ Jus 
; Spite the protests of the ‘Medical Examiner who was Someone said Justice ofthe Peace Ward (or Hall) was 
+ shouting quite loudly, “Yew: ‘ean’t do that, you can’t across the hall in front of“the Lab. I ran over and asked 

‘ Jeave here now!” BQ oft i... if he were there and dirested him to the nurses station 
| Mrs. Kennedy? She walked: behind the coffin. O’Don: > where Drs. Rose, Clark and a bevy of secret service men 

nell describes her at that moment as “totally unaware _ Were in conference. - 
.of*the problems that weré tliefiexisting” and “perhaps We learn nothing further. about this episode in the 

. Confused as to the speed with which we were attempt-. Warren Report or the appended 26 volumes. The Report 
t ing to depart.” does not mention Judge Ward (or Hall). It has no 

: Andy Berger was in the driver’s seat of the ambu- record or even mention of an ‘inquest. 
' Jance, we are told by witnesses for the government When I telephoned Dr. Rose, he was reluctant to speak { 
; (although some hospital staff people say that the O’Neill on any area outside of his range of authority as Medi- 

Texas State law to allow the’ body to be transported. ... sir,” Kellerman replied. And the cars headed for the. 

: Rsk the Medical Examinéf’to perform an autopsy atid x 

intldentally, that Mrs. Kennéd¥did not hear any of thé .; g, from Garland, hand ling fhe inquest on President e 
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second part of Dallas death’ ceftificates, relating to the out long after the body was gone, has a slot for Coroner = 

disposition of the body, ig uspally signed by an under- ° Attending but it is not filled out. In Dallas, the pro- ‘ 
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“teal Examiner which, in Dallas, is very limited. Yes, 
-. there was an inquest by Judge Ward, he told me, but 

“ he did not know if a record of the same was obtainable 
“ and he did not feel it was for him to say what the pro- 

cedures and conclusions of the inquest were. 

Until other evidence is available, we can only main- 

tain tentatively that some kind of makeshift inquest 
took place, that it was held reluctantly and against the 
‘wishes of the Medical Examiner and the officiating 

{ judge. Many witnesses and the Warren Report itself 

describe the conflict. 

Before the body could be taken from the hospital, two 
Dallas officials informed members of the President’s staff 
that the body could not be removed from the city until 
an autopsy was performed. Despite the protests of these 
Officials, the casket was wheeled out of the hospital, placed 

in an ambulance, and transported to the airport shortly 
after 2 p.m. 

- Further the Commission sayeth not. Another justice 

of the peace in Dallas told me that the legality of such 

an “inquest” would depend on whether the autopsy was 

specifically ordered for Bethesda, what the findings of 

the autopsy actually were, whether they were made 

known to the officiating judge, and whether a verdict 

was handed down thereafter. 

We have not been told any of these things. 

The ambulance carrying Kennedy’s body and the 
Secret Service car were headed for the airport. O’Don- 

‘ as we came through the gate, they were to close the 
i ‘ Ly gate and let nobody else in.” 

aN _ The ambulance pulled into Love Field and alongside 

of the Presidential plane, Air Force One. The seats 
were taken out of the left side of the craft, but the job 

of unloading and depositing the casket was still a har- 

rowing one. “It was frightening,” O’Donnell told the 

Warren Commission. The plane’s ramp was too narrow 
for the casket and at any moment it looked like the box 

and its grisly contents would tumble. At last the work 
was done. General McHugh went down to the cockpit ‘ 
to order the pilot to take off at once. 

The plane did not take off at once. O’Donnell had not 

sumption or apprehension that at some moment we - 

quest, if the removal of the body had been authorized, 

science, O’Donnell had. to adjust his plan to the fact 

President of the United States. 

When the plane didn’t take off at his order, O’Donnell 
hurried down to the cockpit himself. There General 

McHugh told the nervous executive that Johnson had 
ordered the pilot to delay departure until he had been 
properly sworn in. 

A conference between Johnson and O’Donnell’ fol- 
lowed, and the plane waited for Judge Sarah Hughes, 

who was to administer the oath. O’Donnell confesses 
that he never told Johnson his reasons for wanting to 
get the plane into the air immediately. “I didn’t. de- 
scribe what I saw as the problems,” he testified. . 

‘ Instead he talked with the pilot, “to make sure they 
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nell instructed the agents to signal ahead “that as soon® 

- @hannels. 

‘ pe At the same time, Mr. Duke’s 7 researchers in the 

“Jhibrary of Congress worked furiously for 10 hours on 
-,: the hour-by-hour reconstruction of Lincoln’s funeral 

counted on one thing: the presence of Lyndon Johnson. ‘ 

We were all, O’Donnell said later, “under the as- ~ 

either might not be granted clearance to take off, or, 

that the hospital may have in some way gotten the. 

‘ police to intercept us.” If there had been a legal in-- 

then O’Donnell’s qualms and anxieties are not compre-, "-t6 trial, was carried to the East Room of the Whité ‘ 
hensible. But despite these urgings of an unclear con- 

that Johnson was aboard, waiting to be sworn in as “ 

didn’t let anybody on the plane, or put down the ramps: 

for anybody, except the judge, under any circum-. 

stances.” : 

Judge Hughes arrived. At 2:38 p.m., about an hour: 
and a half after John F. Kennedy died, Lyndon Johnson: 

was sworn in as 86th President of the United States, ° 
his wife and Mrs. Kennedy beside him. As near to col- } x 

lapse as Jackie is alleged to have been at the time, she ? 

stood by in her bloody clothing with perfect self-com- § 

mand to watch the administration of the oath. We have 

all seen pictures of that occasion. 

A few minutes later the plane taxied down the run- 

way and took off. for Washington. : 
Mrs._Kennedy again refused to change her clothes : 

on the plane. “I want them to see what they have done* 
to Jack,” she told Mrs. ‘Johnson. (This remark of Mrs. : 
Kennedy" according ‘to Drew Pearson, was deleted from: © 

the Commission’s’ transcript of Lady Bird. Johnson’s 

statement.) She refused food but did sip some coffee, 
perhaps something stronger. Dr. Burkley handed her 

two broken roses he had retrieved from the hospital 

floor, symbols and souvenirs of the flowering youth in 

the motorcade that morning. She thanked him and 
smiled. 

When the plane landed at Andrews Air Force Base, 

she refused to leave the casket even for the trip to 
Bethesda. It was 6 p.m. She declined the offer of a heli- 
copter and rode the hearse instead. 

Before the hearse started, she spoke to Angier Biddle 

Duke, the State Department’s Chief of Protocol. “Find 

out how Lincoln was buried,” she said. Mr. Duke, I am 
sure, would not have thought Mrs. Kennedy was in 

helpless distress. 

Robert Kennedy accompanied her to the Naval Hos- | 

_pital. Once there, she was taken to the 17th floor where | 
her ~members~of the Kennedy family joined: “them, 

dean, Ethel, Pat and Eunice. There they stayed, while | 
‘ the physicians in the morgue led by Dr. James J. i 
,Mumes, with the attendance of two admirals, had the | 

._ President's body X-rayed-and color-photographed, be- 

fore surveying and sectioning all its surface and 

-,for the big parade to come. 

‘At 4 a.m., before the first signs of the Saturday 

dawn, both jobs were finished. The President’s body, no 

fdénger evidence in a murder case that would never come 

; House. Jackie Kennedy went upstairs. The report on ; 
the Lincoln obsequies was ready. 

“And the X-rays and colored | photographs of the Pr es 
dent’s body, where are they? The Warren Commission. i 

hever yer saw them. i 

“The Commission accepted the verbal assurances of ; 
the Bethesda medical commander about the number, | 
‘Size and location of Kennedy’s wounds, but they never | 
asked for the only scientific proof that such wounds | 
existed. | 

Instead, putting art before science, they admitted , ; 

into evidence a drawing, marked Exhibit 385, prepared | 

-by an artist under Dr. Humes’ supervision. It shows 
an arrow that has entered the base of Kennedy’s neck 
trom behind exiting just below his Adam’s apple. S 

The evidence that no such wound existed but that 
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